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Abstract 

 
The goal of this paper is to describe an eff icient procedure for color-based image 
retrieval.  The proposed procedure consists of two stages.  First, the image data set 
is hierarchicall y decomposed into disjoint subsets by applying an adaptation of the 
k-means clustering algorithm.  Since Euclidean measure may not effectively 
reproduce human perception of a visual content, the adaptive algorithm uses a non-
Euclidean similarity metric and clustroids as cluster prototypes.  Second, the 
derived hierarchy is searched by a branch and bound method to facilit ate rapid 
calculation of the k-nearest neighbors for retrieval in a ranked order.  The proposed 
procedure has the advantage of handling high dimensional data, and dealing with 
non-Euclidean similarity metrics in order to explore the nature of the image feature 
vectors.  The hierarchy also provides users with a tool for quick browsing.  

 

1. Introduction 

The increasing rate at which images are generated in many application areas, gives 
rise to the need of image retrieval systems to provide an effective and eff icient 
access to image databases, based on their visual content.  While it is perfectly 
feasible to identify a desired image from a small collection simply by browsing, 
techniques that are more effective are needed with collections containing 
thousands, or milli ons of items.  The current image retrieval techniques can be 
classified according to the type and nature of the features used for indexing and 
retrieval.  Keyword indexing techniques manually assign keywords or 
classification codes to each image when it is first added to the collection and use 
these descriptors as retrieval keys at search time.  Their advantages consist of high 
expressive power, possibilit y to describe image content from the level of primiti ve 
features to the level of abstract features, involving a significant amount of 
reasoning about the meaning and purpose of the objects or scenes depicted .   

On the other hand, manual indexing presents few drawbacks regarding the 
usefulness of the assigned keywords and the indexing time.  Since the same picture 
can have different meanings for different people, different keywords could be 
associated with the same picture [1].  When the indexing time for every image 
takes few minutes, to index a collection of milli on images is an intensive and time 
consuming work.   

Methods that permit image searching based on features automaticall y extracted 
from the images themselves are referred as content-based image retrieval (CBIR) 



techniques [2].  Color retrieval yields the best results, in that the computer results 
of color similarity are similar to those derived by a human visual system [3].  The 
retrieval becomes more eff icient when the spatial arrangement and coupling of 
colors over the image are taken into account or when one more low-level feature, 
such as texture or shape, is added to the system.  To be along with the user’s 
perception of image chromatic contents, the images are partitioned into blocks and 
a color histogram is calculated for each block.  In this case, similarity matching 
also considers adjacent conditions among blocks with similar histograms.  The 
most notable example of querying by color is IBM’s QBIC system [4] that has 
been applied successfull y in color matching of items in electronic mail order 
catalogues.  One drawback of the current content-based image retrieval systems is 
their limitation to the low level features even if some researchers have attempted to 
fill t he gap between low-level features and semantic features, by deriving high-
level semantic concepts (harmony, disharmony, calmness, excitement) from color 
arrangements [5].  Another problem with the existing image retrieval systems is that 
these systems do not provide a summary view of the images in their database to 
their users.  The necessity of a summary view appears when the user has no 
specific query image at the beginning of the search process and wants to explore 
the image collection to locate images of interest [6].  The indexing structure is also 
a big issue for CBIR systems.  Image features are often very high dimensional or 
the similarity metrics are too complex to have eff icient indexing structures.  The 
existing multi -dimensional indexing techniques concentrate only on how to 
identify and improve indexing techniques that are scalable to high dimensional 
feature vectors in image retrieval [7].  The other nature of feature vectors in Image 
Retrieval, i.e. non-Euclidean similarity measures, cannot be explored using 
structures that have been developed based on Euclidean distance metrics such as 
the k-d trees, the R-d trees and its variants. 

The goal of this paper is to provide a CBIR system that is scalable to large size 
image collection and is based on an effective indexing module that solves both 
high dimensionalit y and non-Euclidean nature of some color feature spaces.  The 
module is built using an adaptation of k-means clustering in which the metric is a 
non-Euclidean similarity metric and the cluster prototype is designed to summarize 
the cluster in a manner that is suited for quick human comprehension of its 
components.  These prototypes give the system the capabilit y of quick browsing 
through the entire image collection.  The proposed system also uses a branch and 
bound tree-search module that applied to the hierarchy of the resultant clusters will 
facilit ate rapid calculation of the nearest neighbors for retrieval. 

The paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 describes the color feature 
representation of the images from the database used in the proposed procedure.  
Section 3 explains how the hierarchy of similar groups is built by the adaptive k-
means algorithm and Section 4 describes how the search is carried out by the 
branch and bound algorithm.  Section 5 considers the effectiveness of the approach 
and how the user can browse elegantly through the image database; these 
considerations are expounded with experiments on a database of 2100 images.  The 
paper concludes with some final comments and a note on future work. 



2. Color feature representation 

Color is one of the most widely used features for image similarity retrieval.  This is 
not surprising given the facts that color is an easil y recognizable element of an 
image and the human visual system is capable of differentiating between infinitely 
large numbers of colors.    

In this paper, we use the Color-WISE representation for image retrieval described 
in detail i n [8].  The representation is guided primarily on three factors.  First, the 
representation must be closely related to human visual perception since a user 
determines whether a retrieval operation in response to an example query is 
successful or not.  Color-WISE uses the HSV (hue, saturation, value) color 
coordinate system that correlates well with human color perception and is 
commonly used by artists to represent color information present in images.   
Second, the representation must encode the spatial distribution of color in an 
image.  Because of this consideration, Color-WISE system relies on a fixed 
partitioning scheme.  This is in contrast with several proposals in the literature [9] 
suggesting color-based segmentation to characterize the spatial distribution of color 
information.  Although the color-based segmentation approach provides a more 
flexible representation and hence more powerful queries, we believe that these 
advantages are outweighed by the simplicity of the fixed partitioning approach.  In 
the fixed partitioning scheme, each image is divided into M × N overlapping 
blocks as shown.  The overlapping blocks allow a certain amount of ‘ fuzzy-ness’ to 
be incorporated in the spatial distribution of color information, which helps in 
obtaining a better performance.  Three separate local histograms  (hue, saturation 
and value) for each block are computed.  The third factor considered by the Color-
WISE system is that fact that the representation should be as compact as possible 
to minimize storage and computation efforts.  To obtain a compact representation, 
Color-Wise system extracts from each local histogram the location of its area-peak.  
Placing a fixed-sized window on the histogram at every possible location, the 
histogram area falli ng within the window is calculated.  The location of the 
window yielding the highest area determines the histogram area-peak.  This value 
represents the corresponding histogram.  Thus, a more compact representation is 
obtained and each image is reduced to 3 × M × N numbers (3 represents the 
number of histograms for HSV).  

3.  Hierarchy of clusters  

Clustering is a discovery process in data mining.  It groups a set of data in a way 
that maximizes the similarity within clusters and minimizes the similarity between 
two different clusters.  The discovered clusters can explain the characteristics of 
the underlying data distribution and serve as foundation for other analysis 
techniques [10].  Clustering is also useful in implementing the “divide and 
conquer” strategy to reduce the computational complexity of various decision-
making algorithms in pattern recognition. 



We use a variation of k-means clustering to build a hierarchy of clusters.  At every 
level of the hierarchy, the variation of k-means clustering uses a non-Euclidean 
similarity metric and the cluster prototype is designed to summarize the cluster in a 
manner that is suited for quick human comprehension of its components.  The 
resultant clusters are further divided into other disjoint sub-clusters performing 
organization of information at several levels, going for finer and finer dist inctions.  
The results of this hierarchy decomposition are represented by a tree structure in 
which each node of the tree represents a cluster prototype and at the last level, each 
leaf represents an image.  The hierarchy of the cluster prototypes gives the system 
the capabilit y of quick browsing through the entire image collection. 

This adaptation of k-means algorithm is required since the color triplets (hue, 
saturation, and value) derived from RGB space by non-linear transformation, are 
not evenly distributed in the HSV space; the representative of a cluster calculated 
as a centroid also does not make much sense in such a space.  Instead of using the 
Euclidean distance, we need to define a measure that is closer to the human 
perception in the sense that the distance between two color triplets is a better 
approximation to the difference perceived by human.  We present below the used 
similarity metric that takes into account both the perceptual similarity between the 
different histograms bins and the fact that human perception is more sensiti ve to 
changes in hue values; we also present how the cluster representatives are 
calculated and what is the splitti ng criterion. 

3.1 Color similarity metric 

Clustering methods require that an index of proximity or associations be 
establi shed between pairs of patterns [10].  A proximity index is either a similarity 
or dissimilarity.  The more two images resemble each other, the larger a similarity 
index and the smaller a dissimilarity index will be. 

Since our retrieval system is designed to retrieve the most similar images with a 
query image, the proximity index will be defined with respect to similarity.  
Different similarity measures have been suggested in the literature to compare 
images [3, 11].  

We are using in our clustering algorithm the similarity measure that, besides the 
perceptual similarity between different bins of a color histogram, recognizes the 
fact that human perception is more sensiti ve to changes in hue values [8].  It also 
recognizes that human perception is not proportionally sensiti ve to changes in hue 
value.   

Let iq and it represent the block number i  in a query Q and an image T , 
respectively.  Let  ( )

iii qqq vsh ,,  and ( )
iii ttt vsh ,,  represent the dominant hue-

saturation pair of the selected block in the query image and in the image T , 
respectively.  The block similarity is defined by the following relationship:

 



 

Here hD , sD and vD represent the functions that measure similarity in hue, 

saturation and value.  The constantsa , b and c  define the relative importance of 
hue, saturation and value in similarity components.  Since human perception is 
more sensiti ve to hue, a higher value is assigned to a than to b .  The following 

function was used to calculate hD : 
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The function hD explicitl y takes into account the fact that hue is measured as an 

angle.  Through empirical evaluations, a value of k equal to two provides a good 
non-linearity in the similarity measure to approximate the subjective judgment of 
the hue similarity.  

The saturation similarity is calculated by: ( )
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The value similarity is calculated by using the same formula as for saturation 
similarity.  Using the similarities between the corresponding blocks from the query 
Q and image T , the similarity between a query and an image is calculated by the 

following expression: ( )
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The quantity im in the above expression represents the masking bit for block i and 
NM × stands for the number of blocks. 

3.2. Cluster prototypes 

The cluster prototypes are designed to summarize the clusters in a manner that is 
suited for quick human comprehension of its components.  They will  inform the 
user about the approximate region in which clusters and their descendants are 
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found.  By building the hierarchical tree having the cluster prototypes as interior 
nodes, the system will allow users to browse the image collection at different levels 
of detail s. 

We define the cluster prototype to be the most similar image to the other images 
from the corresponding cluster; in another words, the cluster representative is the 
clustroid point in the feature space, i.e., the point in the cluster that maximizes the 
sum of the squares of the similarity values to the other points of the cluster.  If C  
is a cluster, its clustroid M  is expressed as: 

( )




= ∑

∈∈
CJ

CI
JISM ,maxarg 2  

Here I and J stand for any two images from the cluster C and ( )JIS , is their 
similarity value.  We use arg to denote that the clustroid is the argument (image) 
for which the maximum of the sums is obtained. 

3.3. Splitting criterion 

To build a partition for a specified number of clusters K, a splitti ng criterion is 
necessary to be defined.  Since the hierarchy aims to support similarity searches, 
we would li ke nearby feature vectors to be collected in the same or nearby nodes.  
Thus, the splitti ng criterion in our algorithm will t ry to find an optimal partition 

that is defined as one that maximizes the criterion sum-of-squared-error function:  

kM  and I stand for the clustroid and any image from cluster Ck, respectively; 
( )kMIS ,2  represents the squared of the similarity value between I  and kM , 

and kn  represents the number of elements of cluster kC . 

The reason of maximizing the criterion function comes from the fact that the 
proximity index measures the similarity; that is, the larger a similarity index value 
is, the more two images resemble one another.   

Once the partition is obtained, in order to validate the clusters, i.e. whether or not 
the samples form one more cluster, several steps are involved.  First, we define the 
null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis as follows: H0: there are exactly K 
clusters for the n samples, and HA:  the samples form one more cluster.  According 
to the Neyman-Pearson paradigm [12], a decision as to whether or not to reject H0 

in favor of HA is made based on a statistics ( )nT .  The statistic is nothing else 
than the cluster validity index that is sensiti ve to the structure in the data: 
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To obtain an approximate criti cal value for the statistic, that is the index is large 
enough to be ‘unusual’ , we use a threshold that takes into account that, for large 
n , ( )KJe and ( )1+KJ e  follow a normal distribution.  Following these 
considerations, we consider the threshold τ defined in [13] as:  
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The rejection region for the null hypothesis at the p-percent significance level is:  

( ) τ<nT  

The parameter α in (8) is determined from the probabilit y p that the null hypothesis 
H0 is rejected when it is true and d is the sample size.  The last inequality provides 
us with a test for deciding whether the splitti ng of a cluster is justified.  

4. The browsing and search strategy 

The significant feature of our scheme is the possibilit y of quick browsing of the 
image set when no query image is specif ied.  The user can browse first the highest 
level of the tree representing the hierarchy and get summary views of the entire 
image collection in the form of the prototypes of the clusters at that level.  By 
traversing down the tree, the user gets finer and finer detail s from one level to 
another. Using an analogy with the view layers defined using a hierarchy of self-
organization maps [6], we can consider the first level of the tree as a global view 
level of the entire image collection, the intermediate levels as regional levels and 
the last layer of the tree as a local layer giving the most detailed summary views 
for the images.  Each node from the last layer points to a group of similar images 
named image layer. 

When a query image is present, the second phase of our algorithm is involved.  The 
search strategy implies a branch and bound algorithm in order to facilit ate rapid 
calculation of the k-nearest neighbors for retrieval.  We use the method defined in 
[14] which tests the nodes of the tree by two simple stopping rules that eliminates 
the necessity of calculating many distances.  The first rule is meant to eliminate 
from consideration the node and its corresponding group of samples if the distance 
between the query and the node (clustroid) is greater than the sum between the 
current distance to the nearest neighbor and the farthest distance from the centroid 
to any sample from the cluster.  The second rule reduces the number of calculations 
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(9) 



of distances between the query and the samples of the node that survived to rule 1.  
If the distance from the query to the clustroid is greater than the sum between the 
current distance to the nearest neighbor and the distance from the clustroid to a 
sample, do not calculate the distance between the sample and the query anymore.  

To perform similarity search, the color representation of the query image is first 
matched at the first layer to determine the most similar cluster prototypes (nodes) 
that should be searched further.  We eliminate from considerations each node from 
first layer for which rule 1 is satisfied. The matching is then repeated for the 
children of one of the nodes from the previous layer that survived to rule 1, and so 
on until the last layer is reached, which brings out a group of images that can be the 
most similar to the query image.  We do not need to compare each one of these 
images with the query image since rule 2 filters out the images that not satisfy it.  
For the images that finall y survive, the distances to the query image are calculated 
and ordered to find the current nearest neighbors. Then the algorithm is applied for 
the next node that was carried on after applying rule 1 and the table of the current 
nearest neighbors is updated as needed. 

5. Experimental Results 

We evaluate our algorithm for browsing and retrieval on an image database of 
2100 images.  The color vector representation of each image has 3*8*8 elements 
since each image is partitioned into 8*8 overlapping blocks and the image color 
content is characterized by three components: hue, saturation and intensity.  To 
perform color-based similarity retrieval, the values of the constants ( a , b and c ) 
in formula (1) are experimentall y chosen as being 2.5, 0.5 and 0, respectively.  We 
rescale hue and saturation to values between 0 and 255.  In order to obtain the first 
level (global layer) of the hierarchy, we apply k-means algorithm for k = 2, 3 …  
and at each consequent k, the cluster validity is checked, to ensure that the number 
of elements in every cluster is a moderate one and the sum-of-squared-error 
criterion to be satisfied.  Comparing the values of the test statistic (7) and the 
values of the threshold (8) with respect to inequalit y (9), the possible number of 
clusters for different small values of the significance level is obtained.  Since the 
value of the statistic for K = 31 is greater than the threshold for consecutive small 
values of p, we choose the value of K to be 30.  Further, we split the nodes having 
at least 30 images (at least 2% out of the data set) by applying k-means algorithm 
again and so, a lower level (regional layer) of the hierarchy is obtained.  The 
minimum number of elements in every cluster to go further with splitti ng is 
decided as a compromise between the size of the terminal nodes and the number of 
nodes in the tree.  Fewer elements in the final groups produce fewer distance 
computations in the retrieval stage, but larger number of distance computation in 
the search stage.  We end up with a search tree having 81 nodes, 4 levels and an 
average of 40 images per terminal node. 
Fig. 2 shows a retrieval result for browsing mode. The user browses the first level 
(global layer) of the tree and hypotheticall y speaking, the user decides to look for 
images similar with the prototype of cluster 9. The image will be updated with the 
images (found in hierarchical clustering process) that are close to the centers of 



clusters at the next layer. Assuming that the user decides to see images similar with 
the first prototype of the second layer, the third layer (image layer) will display the 
group of images similar with the previous chosen prototype.  
 

                                                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. 
 

Fig. 3 shows a retrieval result for search mode. The image query is in the top left of 
the image. The user wants to retrieve the most three similar images with the image 
query. Applying the proposed scheme, the following nodes are reached in order to 
find the 3-nearest neighbors: node 5 at first level, node 28 at second layer, 76 at the 
final level. The nearest neighbors are picked up from the group of images pointed 
by node 76. 
 
  
 
   
 
   

 
 
 

Figure 3. 
 

For more results on color similarity retrieval visit our home page at http://ii elab-
secs.secs.oakland.edu 
 
  

6.  Conclusions and future work 
 
This paper presented an eff icient method for image retrieval.  Since the proposed 
procedure organizes the color information as a hierarchy of different clusters, the 
user is provided with summary views of the entire image collection at different 
level of detail s. Fast calculation of the k-nearest neighbors is possible by using a 
branch and bound algorithm as a search strategy.  As future work, we want to 
experiment our system with semantic features in addition to the low level ones.  
Since browsing computerized information has a social dimension, we will also 
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develop an interface for better visualization of the information patterns being 
browsed and more effective means of communicating the browsing process.  
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